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Herzog & Co., Inc.

Thoughtful and Dedicated Service To Collectors and Dealers

Herzog & Co., Inc. is dedicated to providing quality service to collectors and curators of historic objects. John and Diana Herzog, the owners of the company, have diverse and esteemed backgrounds in historic collectibles, having been the chair and president of leading auctioneers R.M. Smythe & Co. for over forty years. John is also the founder of The Museum Of American Finance on Wall Street in New York City. Herzog & Co., Inc. continues as a market maker in selected collectibles and is a supplier of the highest quality sleeves and holders for coins, stamps, banknotes, and autographs. The company is always interested in exploring new ideas for historic collectibles and we look forward to hearing from you. holders@herzogandco.com

The Herb Alpert Foundation

The mission of the Herb Alpert Foundation is to nurture creative energies and talents in our young people, free them from prejudice, incorporate diverse perspectives into their worldview, and build a capacity for mutual respect, tolerance, and kindness. The Foundation’s priority areas of funding include arts education, jazz, support to professional artists, and programs that support compassion and well-being.

Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture

The African American Legacy recording series is a joint production of the Smithsonian’s National Museum for African American History and Culture and Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. Each recording is an “exhibition in sound” in which the audio is the artifact on display and the accompanying notes place it in its cultural, social, and historical place in American life. Music and oratory have long played a central role in African American life and were shaped by the unique African American experience. In turn, these expressions have been major tributaries to the ongoing creation of the American experience as a whole. This series marks these contributions through recordings of signature sounds of the African American legacy.

Smithsonian National Museum of American History

The Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History is home to countless treasures of our nation’s history. Through research, exhibitions, publications, and educational engagement, it brings its collections to life, inviting visitors to deepen their understanding of the constantly evolving American experience. Its jazz collections hold a revered place alongside the original Star Spangled Banner, Abraham Lincoln’s top hat, and the First Lady’s gowns. americanhistory.si.edu